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Abstract 
The paper proposes a DSS design approach based on three organizational aspects: (i) the 
analysis of decisional requirements of managers, (ii) the changes the DSS causes in users work 
habits and (iii) the changes the DSS causes in organizational power equilibrium. The aim of 
the proposed approach is to save the implementation from failure and to foresee reasons why 
organization components might reject the DSS. For each of the three aspects the paper 
describes the main problem the DSS designer has to face with and some solutions are 
proposed. In particular, as regards the analysis of power equilibrium changes, the paper 
proposes a new method based on the analysis of the network of relations existing in the 
organization. The relational method overcomes some of the limits of the two classical 
organizational approaches to political analysis of IT system introduction in organizations: i.e. 
the transaction cost perspective and the organization power theory. The paper describes an 
application of the proposed design approach, regarding the DSS introduction in a public health 
agency. 
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1 INTRODUCTION: THE GAP BETWEEN DSS AND 
ORGANIZATIONS 
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Research on DSS has been conducted for more than 15 years in the international scientific 
community (Angehrn and Jelassi, 1994; Gorry and Morton, 1971) and has obtained several 
important results, such as the development of decisional theories and software tools for 
individual preferences modeling, for finding single or multi-attribute functions, for 
decomposing such functions, etc. (Radermacher, 1994). DSS topics have been extended from 
individual decision support to Group decision support (GDSS) (Nunamaker, Vogel and 
Konsynski, 1989; Gallupe, Bastianutti and Cooper, 1991; Poole and De Sanctis, 1992; 
Migliarese, 1992) and to Organizational decision support (ODSS) (Lee, McCosh and 
Migliarese, 1988; George, Nunamaker and Valacich, 1992). Decisional support tools have 
been commercialized by several software houses, even if under different labels (DSS, EIS, 
MIS, etc) 

In spite of the important theoretical results some authors underline that there is a gap 
between the DSS technical potentiality and their (limited) use in organizations; this gap exists 
for most of innovative IT application too (Ciborra, 1993). At large, Information Technologies 
are not playing the expected central role in organization developments and in emerging 
competitive changes (Land, 1995). 

This gap may be explained from different points of view. It may be underlined that 
organizations and persons have a natural inertia. The speed of technical development is greater 
than that of organizational and personnel changes. Existing DSS (as well as other innovative IT 
applications) are useful tools for management to achieve their ends (Bariff and Ginzberg, 
1982): at present they are scarcely used because of managers' psychological resistance, but 
they will be completely adopted in the future, when new decision makers will take the place of 
those who are now managing organizations. 

A second perspective explains the gap through technical reasons (Radermacher, 1994; Bell, 
1992). DSS are not used because they don't provide real help to decision makers. According 
to some authors, current decision support systems provide only low level support, based on 
data organization and on an enormous amount of computations of an easy but tedious nature. 
Instead it is necessary to design more powerful DSS that are able to support complex and 
sophisticated decisional processes. New technical solutions are to be discovered, for example 
in the field of Artificial Intelligence. 

A third point of view considers mainly organizational problems (Mumford, 1979). The gap 
is due to a mismatching between DSS and organizations: some innovative IT applications are 
implemented without considering social and organizational constraints (Whitaker, 1994). A 
socio-technical approach is then required: DSS design should comprise also the analysis of 
DSS impact on organization and the introduction of a new decision tool should be coupled 
with planned organizational changes (Keen, 1980). 

This paper proposes a design approach for managerial DSS that embraces mainly the third 
perspective: this choice is due only to the obvious need to set limits on the field of research. 
As a matter of fact each of the three points of view may be correct for some situations and 
wrong for others. The designing of decision support tools should take into account suggests 
from the three ofthem. 
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The proposed design approach links DSS design to the social and technical analysis of the 
organization. Three interdependent aspects are considered as relevant for managerial DSS 
design: 
(1) the decisional requirements of managers, 
(2) the changes the tool requires in users' work habit, that may cause resistance to the new tool 
introduction and even lead to its failure (work habit changes), 
(3) the changes in power equilibrium of organization, that may cause a resolute opposition to 
the system (political changes). 

In the following the paper will refer to managerial DSS requmng an "ad hoc" and 
continuous data entry process (i.e. following considerations are not valid for DSS that use 
already existing data bases, created for example for accounting purposes, customer order 
collection, etc.). 

On one hand the design of these managerial DSS needs to satisty the requests of managers 
and to provide effective help for their decision taking . 

On the other hand the designers must prevent opposition to the tool by the users who are 
required to enter the data even if they gain no direct benefits from the tool (Grudin, 1989). 
Refusals may derive from unwelcome or misunderstood changes in work habits (work habits 
changes) as well as from the defence of the actual role and power in organization (political 
changes). 

Analysis of managers' 
decisional requirements 

/ 
Analysis of changes 
in users work habits 

Managerial DSS 
Design 

Figure 1. The proposed design approach. 

Analysis of political 
refusals of the tool 

The next paragraphs will examine these three aspects and will provide an approach for 
designing managerial DSS introduction in organizations. 
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The proposed approach is partially based on existing literature, mainly as regards the 
analysis of manager decisional requirements (section 2) and of work habits changes (section 3). 

For the political change problem, the paper proposes instead a new method based on the 
analysis of the network of relations existing in the organization (section 4.3). 

Organizations are described as networks composed of nodes (individuals, groups, 
organizational units, etc.) linked through complex relations of several types (economic 
relations, hierarchical relations, interpersonal relations, etc.). The set of existing relations 
influences the behavior of each node towards the other ones: friendship, collaboration, 
competition, hostility, etc. In particular the level of opposition against a managerial DSS is 
due to the relations linking the managers (who will benefit from the system and decide its 
introduction in the organization) and the other employees, who won't receive direct benefits 
from the system. 

This method is proposed for overcoming some of the limits of the two classical approaches 
in the analysis of political opposition to new technical system: the transaction costs theory 
(section 4.1) and the organization power perspective (section 4.2). 

As an example, the paper will describe the application of the proposed designing approach 
in a real organization (section 5). 

2 THE ANALYSIS OF MANAGERS' REQUIREMENTS 

The first aspect considered in the design of a managerial DSS is discovering of the decision 
requirements of managers (Rockart, 1979). 

Organizations are considered as the result of decisions taken by persons at different levels in 
the hierarchy. The decision maker is supposed to act in an intentionally rational way 
(Thompson, 1967): the problems he has to face concern limitations of the human mind and 
complexity of the external environment. A DSS has to facilitate the decision process and 
support the decision actors. This perspective is focused on the decision maker: the design of 
an IT tool begins with the analysis of the decision needs of the end user; the data model and 
the whole system are then designed in order to satisfy the discovered requirements (structured 
analysis) (McMenamin and Palmer, 1984). 

The classical analysis of decisional requirements of managers considers problems in DSS 
design deriving from "intrinsic" limitations in the human decision making process (Simon, 
1976). Those problems affect not only the decision processes of organizational actors but also 
the design of IT based support. Some of the main problems concern for example: the 
bounded rationality of the decision actor, the presence of uncertainty, differences in individual 
preferences, the tacit knowledge, the feature of adaptive rationality (Table 1). 

Limits deriving from non collaboration of other organizational actors, opportunistic use of 
information, social impact of information technology, etc., are not taken into account 
(DeMarco, 1978). 

The bounded rationality affects the analysis of decision requirements of managers: the 
human mind of design team members is unable to discover all the decision needs that a DSS 
has to satisfy (Hewitt and De Jong, 1984). A prototyping approach partly solves this problem, 
by enabling a cycle of interaction with the end user that facilitates the emerging of decision 
needs (Ives and Olson, 1984). 
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High levels of uncertainty affect several aspects of an IT based support systems (output 
required, input collected, use of the system, etc.) as this may produce situations that never 
existed before (Ciborra, Migliarese and Romano, 1984; Heiner, 1983). The design of IT 
systems should realize flexible or easy-to-modify tools in order to cope with unexpected 
changes (Davies, 1992). 

Differences in end users individual preferences are problematic mainly for multi-user 
support systems and for commercial (non custom) tools. A possible solution (used mainly in 
GDSS) regards the possibility for user preference specification; another solution (used in some 
commercial tools) is provided by the production of easy-to-tailor systems (Gardner, Paul and 
Patel, 1995). 

The tacit knowledge indicates that not all knowledge is formalisable and so can be included 
in IT based decisional support. Parts of an individual's knowledge and an organization's 
knowledge are not transparent and accessible to the designer (polany, 1966; Sternberg and 
Wagner, 1986) This problem enlarges the use of design techniques that are based on end-user 
participation in order to extract the superior knowledge of end-users (Briefs, Ciborra and 
Schneider, 1984). 

The adaptive rationality concerns the process of individual and organizational learning 
(Argyris, 1982; Piaget, 1974; Weick, 1979; Norman, 1983). The expertise of DSS users 
increases through a learning-by-using process (Rosenberg, 1982): users get progressively more 
keen on DSS use and discover new possible area of application. This increasing expertise 
changes the decision needs: some of the old functions became superfluous and new ones are 
requested. Two solutions may be adopted: the first is the use of prototyping techniques for 
system development; the second is to implement easy-to-redesign and easy-to-upgrade systems 
(Mumford, 1991). 

Table 1. Main problems and classical solution for the analysis ofDSS user requirements 
Main problems 
Bounded rationality 
Uncertainty 
Differences in user preferences 

Tacit knowledge 

Adaptive rationality 

Classical solutions 
Prototyping approach 
Flexible and easy-to-modify systems 
Possibility for preferences specification. 
Easy-to-tailor systems. 
Design techniques based on end user 
participation 
Prototyping approach 
Easy-to-upgrade and/or easy-to-redesign tools 

According to this perspective, the designer's efforts are concentrated on the development of an 
IT system able to satisfy the users' decision requirements and to cope with intrinsic constraints 
of the human mind and of the external environment. The challenge facing the system designer 
is to produce the best technical solution for supporting the end users. High technical expertise 
is required, both in software implementation and in software engineering for providing the best 
decisional support and for reducing the effects of underlined problems (Table 2). 
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Table 2. A synthesis of the analysis of decisional requirements of the manager. 
Key actors Considered Constraints Role 0/ the designer 
the manager as a decision • technical problems; Technical Expert 
maker • "intrinsic" limitations in decision 

making. 

3, THE ANALYSIS OF WORK HABIT CHANGES 

The described analysis of manager decisional requirements is not enough for designing 
effective DSS. Frequently, decision support systems fail when they are introduced in 
organizations, even if they satisfY all the decision requirements of the managers (Keen, 1980; 
Ginzberg and Ariav, 1986). 

This paragraph will analyze some causes of failures of DSS introduction from the 
perspective of changes in work habits. The introduction of a DSS changes the work habits of 
several people apart from the manager gaining direct benefits from the application. Those 
changes cause problems in DSS introduction and may lead it even to a complete failure. 

One of the most important problem in the introduction of managerial DSS is the disparity 
between benefits for managers and additional work for other employees. 

On one hand, there are great benefits for the managers who decide on the introduction of 
the decision support system. On the other hand, a DSS often requires that some people do 
additional work (for example for data entry processes), while those people are not the ones 
who perceive a direct benefit from the application (Grundin, 1989). 

This extra work is extremely important for the success of the DSS, as it ensures the 
correctness of the data that form the basis of the decisional support. But employees may have 
a low motivation to do it well, as it is an additional work that doesn't produce direct benefits 
for them (Ehrlich, 1987). 

The search of an appropriate solution for this problem has to be one of the central aims in 
designing decision support. Two classical solutions are proposed in literature: changing job 
description (mandatory solution) or enlarging benefits of the DSS to everyone uses it 
(involvement solution). 

The mandatory solution is based on a top-down logic of organizational change: it 
supposes that organizations have to adapt to a well-designed technical system. Job description 
and personnel characteristics are changed in order to cope with new IT system. 

The costs of this change may be very high and are mainly due to personnel qualification: 
new job descriptions require skills improvements, training periods, new criteria for personnel 
evaluations, changes in labour contracts. The costs of this solution may be justified if the 
introduction of the new decision support system affects the whole organizational information 
system, for example when the new managerial DSS is part of a new information system that 
involves the whole organization. (Cherns, 1980; Rowe, 1985) 

Otherwise the second solution is generally to be preferred (Grudin, 1989). The 
involvement solution follows the logic of moditying both the system and the organization to 
adapt each other. 
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The designer has to modifY the decision support to enlarge its benefits also to other 
employees (apart from the manager). This means building in additional features, changing the 
system architecture, etc. New benefits partially change work activities, for example, with the 
reduction of routine tasks or the facilitation in doing the job. Even if a training period is 
always required, the personnel costs are generally lower than in the mandatory solution. 
Technical costs instead increase, because the application gets more complex to implement and 
more difficult to manage. 

A second problem in introducing decision support regards the match between user 
capabilities and technical requirements of the application (phillips, 1992). On one hand, some 
users (also managers) have low expertise in computer usage and are not accustomed to use 
complex IT tools. On the other hand decision support complexity is difficult to reduce and to 
hide to the end-user. 

Two classical solutions to this approach regard the design of easy man-machine interfaces 
(changes in the system) and the planning of effectiveness training period (changes in the 
organization). 

The design of man-machine interfaces should produce DSS which are easy to learn and to 
use, so as to obtain user satisfaction and prevent failures of the system due to the handicap of 
complexity (Alter, 1990; Keen and Scott-Morton, 1978; Rockart and DeLong, 1988). 

Interface design includes also the implementation of different facilities for improving user 
friendly features of the system, such as possibilities for user customization (choice of colours, 
system driven process versus user driven process, ... ), help on line, etc. 

The training period is equally important for reducing the gap between user expertise and 
DSS capability requirements. This phase is effectively made ifit is aimed not only at explaining 
system function but also to promote the use of the system. It has to make the users appreciate 
the advantages deriving from the system, in order to motivate them to use the system and to 
reduce the fear of the new tool. 

The problems deriving from changes in work habits sometimes are objective and due to real 
small revolutions, but sometimes they may be only due to wrong perceptions and/or wrong 
images of the tool. 

Users and designers often describe an IT system through metaphors (DeSanctis, Snyder and 
Poole, 1994) that are generally influenced by previous experiences and/or by personal attitudes 
and preferences. People with low expertise on computer usage may develop an unjustified fear 
of using new tools and so refuse to face up to and to solve the real problems. The use of design 
techniques based on user participation (for example prototyping) correct wrong metaphors of 
the system and reduce the possible fear of the users against the new technical tool (Hirschheim 
and Klein, 1989; Madsen, 1989). 

The work-habits-changes perspective requires from the DSS designer the capability of 
facilitating the user in adopting the new tool. The designer has to play the role of technical 
facilitator, the one who modifies the tool in order to adapt it to organizational and personal 
characteristics (for example in designing easy man-machine interfaces), as well as the role of 
organizational facilitator, when he modifies the organization to adapt to the system (for 
example with dealing with job redesign, training the users, controlling emergent metaphors of 
the systems, etc) (table 3). 
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Table 3. A synthesis of the analysis of work habits changes 
Key actors Considered Constraints 
• organizational decision additional work for data entry 
maker and background activities; 

• non-expert users gap between capability required 
• employees with no direct by the DSS and expertise of its 
benefits from the DSS users 

wrong metaphors of the system 

Role of the designer 
Technical Facilitator 
Organizational Facilitator 

4 THE ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL DSS REFUSAL: A RELATIONAL 
APPROACH 

Some DSS introductions fail even if they're well designed according to technical perspectives 
as well as in relation to work organization impact. Some of the users may boycott the tools, as 
they are afraid of losing part of their power in the organization. In fact, the introduction of a 
new DSS for providing a particular user (the manager) with an enlarged amount of 
information and expertise might change the existing organizational power equilibrium (Markus, 
1983; Grover, Lederer and Sabherwal, 1988; Scarbrough and Corbett, 1992). Those 
organizational actors, who are penalized by the system, will try to defend their position with 
several strategies, from incorrect communication of data to an attempt to make the tool fail 
entirely. 

The effective design of a managerial DSS requires a third point of view regarding the 
possibility of opportunistic and strategic behavior of organizational actors (March, 1991). 

This phenomenon is generally studied through two classical perspectives from organization 
theory: the transaction-cost perspective and the power perspective. 

4.1 The transaction costs perspective 

The transaction cost perspective describes every link between two (or more) organizational 
actors through the concept of economic "transaction". Four phases compose a transaction: 
the research of the counterpart, the negotiation of contractual conditions, the control of the 
exchange and the maintenance of the link (Williamson, 1975). 

Organizations are designed in order to minimize the transaction cost (i.e. the sum of the 
costs for the four phases): the best solution is chosen among three pure organizational forms 
(market, hierarchy, clan) or among mixed forms (Williamson, 1979; Ouchi, 1980). 

IT tools generally modify transaction costs: in this way a DSS introduction may change the 
best organizational form (for example from hierarchy to market). 

According to the transaction cost perspective, IT tools may fail because of opportunistic 
behavior of (some) organizational actors: those who have not economic interest in reducing 
transaction cost (and in moving to a new organizational model) will not collaborate in 
designing the new information system and in its introduction in the organization. 

The focus on economic costs only is the main limit of the transaction cost theory. This 
approach doesn't consider social and psychological aspects, technical constraints, interpersonal 
links, etc., that are as important as economic transactions in IT design. The transaction costs 
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perspective application needs to be completed with the analysis of other dimension involved in 
organizational interaction, apart from the economic one (Ferioli and Migiiarese, 1995). 

4.2 The power perspective 

A second classical organizational theory is the power perspective: with respect to the 
transaction cost theory, the centre of the analysis is extended from the concept of economic 
transaction to the larger concept of organizational power. 

The power perspective analyzes how the introduction of an IT based system may modify the 
distribution of power among organizational actors (Keen, 1981; Newman and Noble, 1990). 
Those changes determine the extent to which organizational actors promote, accept or refuse 
the system (the rule is that everyone tries to maintain or to augment his own power). 

The difference of interest in using the system might cause a conflict between the 
organizational actors in favor of the tools and the ones against it (Bariff and Galbraith, 1978 ). 
The resulting force field will determine the success or the failure of the new Information 
System: the difference of power will decide the game. 

The power perspective foresees the use of power every time there is a difference of interest 
between two organizational actors (pfeffer, 1981). This analysis of organizations is only 
partia\ly true: as a matter of fact, in some cases power is exerted even without diverging 
interests, in other cases contrasting interests don't cause power conflicts. The predictability of 
organizational behavior and conflicts is the main problem of power perspective use in DSS 
design, when it's necessary to foresee the power reaction a new IT system may cause. 

For this reason the use of the power perspective has to be coupled with a deeper analysis of 
the reasons that may lead to or prevent organizational conflict. 

4.3 The proposed Relational Perspective 

The two previous sections have underlined some limits in the two classical perspectives for the 
analysis of DSS political refusal (the transaction costs theory and the power perspective). In 
the following the paper proposes a third approach, based on the analysis of the network of 
organizational relations existing among organizational actors, that overcomes the described 
limits. This Relational Perspective is presented here as alternative to the two classical 
perspectives (and in this sense it is used in the application described in par. 5); nevertheless it 
could be used also together with the transaction cost theory and/or the power perspective, for 
completing and enriching the analysis. 

The word "relation" was firstly introduced in organization theory by Elton Mayo and his 
Human Relations school. Even if nobody can deny the importance of this school in 
organization studies, the concept of relation is used here with a limited meaning: (1) only 
interpersonal relations are considered; (2) the analysis is centered on the organizational climate, 
whereas the relation remains only on the back. 

Some authors (Gabarro, 1990; Granovetter, 1992; Ferioli and Migliarese, 1994) have 
proposed the concept of relation as the basis for organizational analysis. The relation describes 
the link between two organizational actors according to several dimensions (Donati, 1991): it 
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may be considered as an extension of the economic transaction to include also interaction of 
other types (such as social links, technical interdependencies, psychological interactions, etc.) 
(Migliarese and Ferioli, 1995). 

Examples of organizational relations are: 

• an internal market mechanism, with an internal price system for regulating exchanges among 
organizational units (economic relation); 

• interpersonal contacts (social relation); 
• an IT based network linking two offices (technical relation); 
• the authority link between a supervisor and his subordinates (hierarchical relation) 
• the esteem ofa young employee toward an old expert (psychological relation) 
• etc. 

In the analysis of the network of organizational relations, organizations are considered as 
networks composed of nodes and of relations linking the nodes. 

Several criteria may be defined for the location of nodes: formal borders of organizational 
units, similarity in technical activity, equality in hierarchical position, similarity in professional 
qualification, etc. For the purposes of relational analysis, the best criterion is the relational 
homogeneity of nodes: this defines the nodes so that all the components of a node have the 
same set of relations with every other organizational actor (Baker, 1992). 

The width of the nodes varies in relation to the size of the analysis (Ferioli and Migliarese, 
1994). For example, if the analysis concerns a whole organization with many divisions located 
in several countries, a local factory may be considered a node; whereas if the analysis is limited 
to a shop floor the size of nodes is restricted to the individual employee. 

Each node is linked to the other nodes through a set of relations. For example a 
subordinate may be linked to his supervisor through: (1) a hierarchical relation, (2) a 
psychological relation (esteem of supervisor expertise), (3) a technical relation 
(interdependencies in work activities), (4) a social relation (due to friendship). 

The analysis of the sets of relations linking the nodes (i.e. the analysis of the network of 
relations) enables prediction of the behavior of each node toward the other ones: for example 
the previous subordinate-supervisors relations will be generally characterized by trusting and 
collaborative behavior and will refuse opportunistic behavior and/or conflictual use of power. 

In this way, the analysis of existing network of relation explains the political reaction that a 
DSS introduction may cause in an organization. For example, opportunistic behavior on the 
part of the users and attempts to boycott the tool will be expected whenever there are 
conflictual relations between the managers (the nodes gaining direct benefits from the systems) 
and the employees who are requested to entry the data. 

But, specifically in the Relational Perspective proposed when talking about nodes and 
relations, we are referring to a structural perspective of organizational units, nodes and 
relations combined with a personalistic view: when referring to nodes, the Relational 
Perspective implies an organizational unit and a specific employee. So the Relational 
Perspective combines a structural organization analysis with an individual, social and 
psychological perspective. Social determinism and functionalism are avoided. 

The Relational Perspective requires the DSS designer to understand the existing network of 
relations and to prevent organizational "nodes" from engaging in opportunistic behavior and 
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from disruptive power conflicts. For this goal he has to modify both the tool and the 
organization. 

Changes in the tool could reduce the causes of conflict and restore the original power 
equilibrium (technical facilitation). 

Changes in the organization could vary from forcing new power equilibrium (dismissal of 
nodes against the system) to moditying the network of relations in order to facilitate a painless 
conflict solution (mediating solution). 

The analysis of the existing network of relations as well as the proposal of good 
organizational solution requires from DSS designer also political competence (Table 5). 

Table 5. A synthesis of the analysis of political oppositions 
Focus Considered Constraints 

• 

organizational decision 
maker 
opportunistic 
organizational actors 
self-interest behavior 

• non collaborativelboycotting 
behavior 

• attempts to maintain/augment 
individual power 

• existing network of relations 

Role of the designer 
Technical Facilitator 
Political mediator 

5 AN APPLICATION: THE DSS DESIGN FOR A HEALTH AGENCY 

In this section we will describe the application of the three indicated perspectives for 
implementing managerial DSS in an Italian public health agency. The case regards the 
psychological and social division of the health agency. This division provides a town of about 
120,000 persons with psychological services and social work. 

An expert psychologist is the manager of the division: his task is very broad and covers, for 
example, the technical supervision of other employees, the institutional deputation of the 
division, psychological consulting, planning and control of the division's activities. This 
psychologist is one of the four top managers of the health agency: so he's always very busy 
with his work. 

The other psychologists and social employees of the division are organized in nine teams. 
Three teams deal with child patients (from 0 to 14 years old), three with adolescent patients 
(from 14 to 18 years old) and three with senior patients (more than 18 years old). Each group 
of three teams has a sector-head psychologist and each team a team-head psychologist 
(Fig. 2). 

Moreover the division is composed of some administrative employees, working in a central 
office under the direction of an administrative boss. 

At the beginning of 1994, the division manager asked a consulting-team (composed of the 
authors of this paper) for the design and the implementation of a managerial DSS. 

The introduction of a managerial DSS in this psychological and social division required a 
complex process of organizational change and political mediation in the organization. The 
initial decisional user requirements were modified and complemented with other features in 
order to make the organization accept the new system. 
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I Division Manager I 

Childs Adolescents Seniors Administr. 
sector head sector head sector head office 
psychologist psychologist psychologist boss 

I I I I I I I I I r 

Figure 2. The social and psychological health division. 

5.1 The manager's decision support requirements 

The division manager asked for a managerial DSS for supporting his planning activities. He 
wanted an IT based tool providing help for decision taking in annual plan formulation as well 
as in three-year long plan activity. The manager needed an accurate and synthetic description 
of the past activities of his division (data such as: the number of patient with certain diseases, 
the frequency of certain psychological treatments, the correlation between external conditions 
and certain diseases, etc.) in order to formulate a good organizational plan for the future. 

A DSS was designed, based on data collected about the teams' activities. At least once a 
week, each psychologist and social employee would have provided data about his own patients 
(diagnosis, therapy, results, etc.), through structured interfaces for computer data entry. 
Through the tool, the manager would have extracted the required statistical information from 
data collected. 

Uncertainty about which data to collect was one of the main problems in this design phase: 
information required by the manager may vary in relation to new planning needs. Attention 
was paid in designing a flexible system: the possibility for new user-defined queries was 
introduced and the data base was built in order to be easy to modify. 

When the news of the introduction of the new DSS circulated in the organization, 
psychologists and social employees expressed their strong opposition against the new IT 
system. Some causes of opposition were easy to foresee while others were less clear. For 
preventing system failure, the division was analyzed according to the work-habits-changes 
perspective and the relational perspective. 
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5.2 The work habits perspective. 

The DSS introduction would have changed the work habits of the psychological and social 
employees. 

First, most of the psychologists and social employees did not have any expertise in 
computer usage. Even if the data entry interfaces were user friendly and easy to use, the DSS 
would have required a minimal amount of computer learning. In most employees the need for 
a training process caused an "a priori" refusal of the system: some employees refused to have 
to learn a new subject. 

Second, the DSS was designed for managerial planning activities. Psychologists and social 
employees would have obtained no direct benefits from the system, whereas they would have 
taken on the data entry activity. Even ifinterfaces were designed in order to minimize the time 
required for data entry, psychologists and social employees had to modify their work 
organization for maintaining the data base. This caused a diffused refusal of the new DSS. 

S.3 The Relational Perspective. 

The analysis of the network of relations in the division revealed a third cause of opposition 
against the DSS. Four nodes were detected with the criterion of relational homogeneity: 

1) the manager. 
2) the administrative employees 
3) the team head psychologists and a few other social employees 
4) the remaining psychologists and social employees. 

The relations discovered among the four nodes are complex and composed of several 
dimensions. In the following the paper provides only a synthetic description, sufficient for 
understanding the case (Figure 3 and Figure 4). 

Relations among node 2 and nodes 1, 3, 4. 
Node 2 is linked with similar relations to all the remaining nodes. 
First, there is a technical relation based on the work flow of documents from/to 

administrative office to/from psychological teams. 
Second, there is an important social relation. Psychologists appreciate administrative 

employees, because they relieve psychologists from all the fastidious bureaucratic problems 
and duties. Administrative employees esteem psychologists and social employees, because of 
their professional preparation and their ability to deal with patients. The emerging social 
relation is characterized by a mutual liking that enables a good work collaboration. 
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Legend: coIwbomti1le rewtions 
neu1IBl relations 
conflictuai relations 

Figure 3. The network of relations in the social and psychological division. 

Relations between node 1 and node 3. 
The link between node 1 and node 3 is based on four main relations: 

(a) hierarchical relation: node 1 is the supervisor of the components of node 3; 
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(b) technical relation: the division manager (node 1) gives psychological consulting to team 
head psychologists (node 3); 
(c) psychological relation of esteem: the psychologists and social employees of node 3 
recognize the professional capability of the division manager and his psychological expertise. 
(d) psychological relation of absence: the division manager is very busy also with his 
institutional task (he is one of the top managers of the health agency). This causes frequent 
small conflicts with head team psychologists, as they perceive him as far from the division. 

The resulting relation may be defined "neutral": there is a mutual professional trust that enables 
an effective work collaboration (relations "b" and "c"). Nevertheless, interpersonal relations 
remain quite cold, because of relation "d". 

Relations between node 1 and node 4. 
The relation between node 1 and node 4 is based (i) on the hierarchical authority of the 

manager (hierarchical relation) and (ii) of a relation of mistrust of node 4 toward node 1. 
Because of work load problems, the division manager gives direct psychological consulting 

only to the team head psychologists: the remaining psychologists and social employees have 
few opportunities for working together with him. Consequently members of node 4 don't 
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appreciate the professional capability of the division manager: they see him only as a 
hierarchical boss. 

Moreover the feel of division manager absence - see previous relation "d" between node 1 
and node 3 - is perceived also by components of node 4. 

In the resulting relation, work collaboration is very difficult and many psychologists mistrust 
the manager. 

Node 2: 
dministrative employees 

Node I: 
~ the division manager 

Team·head psYchologist ..... 1=======-=-... 
and few other employe 

Legend: ......AA. conflictual relation 

.. 
.. 

neutral relation 

relation of work collaboration 

relation of very good collaboration 

Figure 4. A synthesis of the network of relations in the social and psychological division. 

Relations between node 3 and node 4. 
The link between node 3 and node 4 is based on: 

( a) hierarchical supervision of members of node 3 toward components of node 4 
(b) technical relations. Between the activities of the two nodes there are complex 
interdependencies as they work together in the teams caring for patients. 
(c) social relations: the team based organization and the particular task (the care of social and 
psychological disease) has developed a strong cohesion among team members. Interpersonal 
relations are characterized by trust, commitment to mutual help, friendship. These teams may 
be correctly defined as "clans" (Ouchi, 1980). 

The resulting relation is very warm and it enables a strong work collaboration. 

Conclusions on the network of relations analysis 
The managerial DSS was perceived as a relational instrument. Existing relations influenced 

the "political" judgment to its introduction in the organization. 
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Psychologists and social employees of node 4 were particularly against the DSS. Because 
of the existing relation between node 4 and node 1 (Fig. 4), they saw the new IT tool as an 
instrument of control of their activity imposed by the manager. 

The opposition of other psychologists and employees (belonging to node 3) was less strong, 
and limited to work habits change reasons. Nevertheless the warm relation linking node 3 to 
node 4 prevent psychologists belonging to node 3 from taking sides in favor of the DSS. 

5.4 Case Solution. 

The design and system implementation strategies were modified for solving the three problems 
which had emerged as causing the initial refusal of the DSS: 

PROBLEM I: psychologists and social employees were afraid of the DSS because of their 
low expertise in computer usage; 
PROBLEM 2: psychologists and social employees had to change their work habits without 
obtaining any direct benefits from the DSS; 
PROBLEM 3: the components of node 4 perceived the DSS only as a tool for hierarchical 
control. 

Four solutions were adopted (Table 6). 

First, the design team adopted design techniques based on user participation: several 
meetings with employees (belonging both to node 3 and to node 4) took place for explaining 
the future functions of the DSS and for understanding their oppositions. This reduced the fear 
of an unknown system that caused an initial "a priori" refusal of the system (PROBLEM 1). 

Second, the data base of the DSS was modified. Some suggestions of the employees 
belonging to node 4 were accepted, in order to eliminate the fear of a system designed only for 
controlling their activity (pROBLEM 3). 

Third, the functions of the DSS were changed: a lot of new features were added so to 
make the system useful to all the psychologists and social employees. The DSS was 
transformed from a statistical tool to an IT based psychological chart. Everybody (and not 
only the manager) obtained benefits from the new system (pROBLEM 2). Moreover the new 
DSS was no longer seen as a tool for hierarchical control, but as an instrument useful for all 
the employees (pROBLEM 3) 

Fourth, also the administrative employees were trained in using the system. Administrative 
employees were expert in computer usage so the training for using the DSS was very cheap. 
The benefits instead were great: thanks to their collaborative relations with psychologists and 
social employees, administrative employees provided an important technical help to 
psychologists and social employees in using the DSS and in assuring a continuous training on 
the field (PROBLEM 2). 
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Table 6. The solution for the DSS introduction in the social and psychological health division 
Discovered Problems Adopted Solutions 
1. poor expertise of psychologists and social • several design meetings with user 
employees in using PC systems that caused an "a participation 
priori" refusal • administrative employees' support 

2. psychologists and social employees didn't 
obtain direct benefits in using the system 

3. some social employees feared of more 
hierarchical control 

• the DSS was changed from statistical tool to 
IT based psychological chart 

• the DSS data base was modified and several 
social employees suggests were introduced. 

• the DSS was changed from statistical tool to 
IT based psychological chart 

The resulting tool was quite different from the one initially designed. Software implementation 
was more complicated and more expensive, but the design team solved the emergent 
problems and the tool was successfully introduced in the organization. 

Moreover the DSS introduction changed the existing network of relations. The relations 
between node 2 (the administrative employees) and node 3 (the team head psychologists) and 
the ones between node 2 and node 4 (the remaining psychologists and social employees) were 
enriched by the continuos training in the field that administrative employees provided to 
psychologists and social employees concerning DSS use (Figure 5). 

The resulting relations have become strongly oriented to work collaboration (Figure 6). 

Node 2: 

Node I: 
the division manager 

Legend: collaborative relations 
neutral relations 
conflictual relations 

Figure 5. The new relations due to the DSS introduction. 
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Figure 6. A synthesis ofthe network of relations in the social and psychological division, after 
the DSS introduction. 

6 CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The introduction of a new DSS in an organization is similar to the introduction of every new 
technical system in a socio-technical environment. Apart from technical problems, social and 
organizational aspects are also important for deciding the success or the failure of the tool. 

The design approach proposed in this paper underlines three aspects as relevant for 
preventing DSS from failure: 

• the analysis of the decision needs of the manager 
• the analysis of changes in users' work habits caused by the tool 
• the analysis of (possible) political opposition against the DSS. 

This approach has been tested on a particular class ofDSS: those requiring a continuos data 
entry activity by some employees, who are different from the manager and don't receive direct 
benefits from the tool. 

Future researches should be conducted to provide further validation of the proposed 
approach and for its extension also to other kind ofDSS. 
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The paper has also proposed a new method of analysis, based on the study of the network of 
organizational relations. This relational method provides the basis for the analysis of the 
political problems caused by the introduction ofDSS in organizations. 

The relational analysis of organizations is the subject of research that is now being 
conducted about the use of innovative IT applications in organizations and in new models of 
organizations (for example: Ferioli and Migliarese, 1994; Ferioli and Migliarese, 1995). 

Some real applications (such as the health agency described above) have proved the validity 
of the relational analysis method: for this reason the paper indicates that relational analysis is a 
promising area for future research on DSS design and introduction in organizations. 
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